True/False quiz questions for Clayton Bigsby video

1. True or False - According to the evidence from the Clayton Bigsby video, his [CB's] ideology about race was directly influenced by his need to adapt to his environment.

2. True or False – Clayton Bigsby's attitude towards race challenges the idea that race is socially constructed.

3. True or False – Frequent negative encounters with blacks and other minorities seemed to contribute significantly to Clayton’s already negative view of minorities.

Answer Key

1. True or False - According to the video, Clayton Bigsby was told he was white at a very young age. Subsequently, not being able to see his own identity, he was raised with the racial ideologies that he expressed in the video, as opposed to having to adapt to them.

2. True or False – The environment he grew up in influenced Clayton’s ideologies about race; directly supporting the concept that race is socially constructed.

3. True or False – As Clayton mentioned, he seldom travels from his property and even mistook a group of white teenagers to be black. Clayton’s ideologies about race are influenced primarily by his exposure to anti-black social location.